Micromachining tools and correlative approaches for cellular cryo-electron tomography.
A principal limitation of cryo-transmission electron microscopy performed on cells or tissues is the accessible specimen thickness. This is exacerbated in tomography applications, where the aspect ratio (and thus the apparent specimen thickness) changes considerably during specimen tilting. Cryo-ultramicrotomy is the most obvious way of dealing with this problem; however, frozen-hydrated sections suffer from potentially inconsistent compression that cannot be corrected with certainty, and furthermore, yields of sections that satisfy all of the conditions necessary for tomographic imaging are poor. An alternative approach that avoids mechanical deformations is the use of focused ion beam (FIB) instrumentation, where thinning of the frozen-hydrated specimen occurs through the process of sputtering with heavy ions, typically gallium. Here, we use correlative cryo-fluorescence microscopy to navigate large cellular volumes and to localize specific cellular targets. We show that the selected targets in frozen-hydrated specimens can be accessed directly by focused ion beam milling. We also introduce a novel cryo-planing procedure as a method that could facilitate thinning of large areas of vitreous ice prior to cryo-fluorescence, FIB thinning, and cryo-electron tomography.